CISM Report for 70th IPC Plenary

1) CISM Activities in 2019

43rd CISM World Military Parachuting Championship (WMPC) was held in Wuhan/China 16-28 Oct inside 7th Military World Games. Parachuting competition is considered one of the important sports among the 27 different inside the games and one of 5 coins plus one of 4 stamps were dedicated to our sport.

Outstanding results were shown by the participating athletes. The Chinese Junior Xing Yaping who also won Freefall Style at FAI WC in Cordoba, established a new CISM female junior style record with 6.55sec and won all possible female gold medals with a total of 2cm in individual accuracy (8 rounds) and finished in team accuracy with 4cm after 10 rounds.

The freefall style results and record jump 6.55 did break the existing FAI performance record in female junior category and the total score of 4cm after 10 rounds would break the current FAI G-1 female junior competition record.

FAI/ IPC was represented by Dr. Rainer Hoenle who was a member of judge panel and also attended the open CPC meeting and the closing medal award ceremony.

Results of 43rd WMPC are available on http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting and http://results.worldskydiving.org/FrontEnd/CompetitionCollection/1033

Thanks to IPC for including the CISM results at worldskydiving page.

Reports about CISM Tournaments like the 2nd Indoor/ Outdoor 4way FS, July in Switzerland and Sept. AL in Poland are at http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting

2) Media Presentation of 43rd WMPC

Some improvements in on site presentation were provided by the Chinese organizing committee. The freefall style videos were directly transmitted from the ground to camera by 5G technology and shown in real time on the big screen at main dropzone and simultaneously on several TV screens around the place, including dining hall and several offices and tents.

The FS videos were presented using Intime software and shown on the big screen as well.

And the accuracy landing was filmed live, the wind information screen and AMD indicated scores were also presented on the same screen, most of the time two events on split screen.

On the last two days, the AL team semi- and final rounds were broadcasted live for several hours on CCTV channel 5 using some 15 cameras including airplane exit shots, landing and emotion of the teams after landing at the target. The backside of such a media coverage are the restrictions by time that could lead to delays in the competition waiting for pre-scheduled broadcasting time windows, an additional factor to wind, clouds,…
2) CISM judges

A CISM beginner and refresher seminar was held in September 2019 in Copenhagen/DEN, 18 new judges from 13 different countries were licensed after 10 days training including live AL competition, many hours on TV screens and tests. A report and the 2020 CISM judges list is available at [http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting](http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting).

CISM will not have a beginner judge training in 2020 as there are enough licensed judges after the seminars which were held every year from 2013-2019 and in 2019. But we will continue with the bi-annual refresher written rules test & ST/FS video test for every judge in order to maintain the current standards.

3) CISM Parachuting Regulations 2020 edition

No significant changes were made, just the IPC S&A text about clearly presenting first point of landing was included also in CISM rules and the limit for juniors to remain in freefall style competition was raised. 2020 edition of CISM regulations is available at [http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting](http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting).

4) CISM parachuting activities in 2020/2021

**44th World Military Parachuting Championship (WMPC)** 16th - 25th June 2020 in Güssing/AUT is confirmed and the bulletin 1 is at [http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting](http://www.milsport.one/sports/parachuting).

CISM accuracy tournaments are held 2020 in Poland and Switzerland.

**45th WMPC** will be held in second half of November 2021 in Doha/Qatar. As test event an Asainia championship is planned for beginning of December 2020 at the WMPC venue.

5) Liaison

To maintain and improve the good co-operation of CISM with IPC, a new member of CISM Parachuting Committee (CPC) was established with FAI liaison task: David Grauwels from Hayabusa team will be the IPC delegate for Belgium and at the same time CPC member.

I want to thank all IPC officials for our good co-operation and I want to express my sincere gratitude to the supporters of the CISM Parachuting, namely Helmut/Airtec and Curt/Para Gear.

Blue Skies and CISM motto:
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